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Mentalix Receives Prestigious MSDPS Certification
Mentalix is pleased to announce the successful completion of
the intensive, multi-day, Mississippi Criminal History System
certification process held in Jackson, Mississippi. In conjunction with the Mississippi Department of Public Safety, and the
Mississippi Criminal Information Center, Mentalix’s line of live
scan solutions are now certified for use in arrest, applicant,
and Department of Corrections transactions containing ten
prints and palms. This certification includes use by civilian establishments, as well as use by law enforcement agencies, and
applies to the entire Fed Submit Suite, including live scanners,
card scanners, and printers. Mentalix would like to thank the
MSDPS for the award, and for the opportunity to more fully
serve the people of Mississippi.

Recent Events
OCTOBER 16-17
Texas Training Coordinators Conference (TCOLE)
Corpus Christi, TX

NOVEMBER 28
Refreshment Training Session
Mentalix Conference Center, TX

DECEMBER 4-6
Mississippi Sheriffs’ Association
2017 Winter Conference

More About Mentalix
Mentalix is a Texas-based biometrics industry leader dedicated to unparalleled customer
service and unmatched product
quality. For thirty years we have
proudly worked hand in hand
with local and federal agencies
across the county, committing
ourselves to their success and
future growth. With numerous
FBI-certified, IAFIS-compliant fingerprint and palm print solutions
and hundreds of install sites, Mentalix’s API products are key components for top international biometrics developers, and have
provided thousands of agencies with accurate and dependable
identity management systems From small towns looking to move
into the modern era, to large cities and counties, we have solutions to fit every need, and an experienced team ready to assist
you every step of the way.

Exclusive Pricing for MSA Conference Attendees
To celebrate our new Mississippi Certification, Mentalix would like to extend a warm welcome to our new partners in Mississippi with an exclusive
offer. From now to December 31st, the Complete Mentalix Ten Print Capture System, including installation fee, tower PC, live scanner, monitor,
first year maintenance, software, support service, printer, and DSLR mugshot camera will be offered, all inclusive, all for under $15,000 for Criminal
Solutions and $10,000 for Civil Solutions. Happy Holidays!

Unmatched Support

Secure Card Conversion Center

Mentalix offers full, personal, professional support
services for all our systems,
as well as regular refreshment training sessions, an
inhouse 24/7 help line
based in Dallas (though we
doubt you’ll need it!), and
years of previous law enforcement experience. We
know what it’s like to be on
the other end of the phone,
so we know how critical it is
to get the help you need
and the service you deserve. Our high-quality systems just work, but rest assured if you do require assistance, we’ll be there.

Beyond live scan solutions
and innovative software,
Mentalix offers high-quality,
customizable fingerprint card
scanning services at our secure card conversion center.
From small agencies looking
to free up costly physical
storage space, to massive state-wide digitization efforts, Mentalix has converted millions of outdated and unwieldy hard cards
into accessible digital files on a national scale. Our full-service
card scanning option includes protected two-way shipping, barcoding of cards, flexibility in certified fingerprint card formats,
imaging of non-cards, and data entry. Additionally, we
offer document scanning services for documents accompanying
fingerprint cards, or for jobs that only include documents. Let
our trained staff and fully outfitted conversion center do the
heavy lifting and bring your archive into the future.

Contact Us for a Free Quote
(972) 423-9377
info@mentalix.com
17304 Preston Rd, Suite #635
Dallas, Texas 75252
Mon - Fri : 8:00am - 5:00pm

